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Teach Us To Pray Leader’s Guide 

 

Welcome & Checking In 

Reflect on & answer the following questions with just one or two people sitting near 

one another, not the entire group. 

Last week we talked about 1) making prayer a priority, 2) planning a time to pray,     

3) choosing a place to pray, and 4) praying consistently. 

 On a scale of 1-10, 1 being “not so good” & 10 being “extremely well”, how 

would you rate your prayer experience this past week?  Why?  

 Last week, we talked about developing confidence in your prayer life.  Pastor 

Todd gave us a few tips like 1) praying the scriptures, 2) praying out loud, 3) 

praying the prayers in the Bible, 4) relying on the Holy Spirit to help you pray, 

and 5) resting in the presence of God. 

Of the five points discussed last week (listed above) what has been your 

strongest area? 

 Of the five points discussed last week (listed above) what has been your 

weakest area? 

 At the end of each lesson we have a “Tips Until Next Time” section.  Did you 

implement any of those tips from week two?  If so, tell us about it! 

Pre-Video 

The following question can be discussed in the entire group.  

 Today’s Life Group subject is “Increasing your Effectiveness in Prayer”.  

1. Finish this sentence with a few people around you: 

a. When I think about how effective my prayers are I think……. 

Watch the Video 

(Play the video in the group. Video is approximately 15 mins.) 
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 While watching, be sure to fill in the blanks below in order to take away the 

main points shared. 

 Also while watching, take notes on anything you agree with, feel challenged by, 

or feel is new or refreshing to you. 

1. Pray _____________ prayers. 

2. Keep your ________________ healthy. 

3. Live a  ________  life. 

4. Pray _____________ prayers. 

5. Pray heartfelt___________, ___________, ___________ prayers. 

6. Pray confident, ___________-__________ prayers. 

Video Notes: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post Video Discussion 

Before we share in our larger group, turn to one or two people next to you and finish 

this sentence, “One of my biggest takeaways from the video was ________________” 

 

The following questions will be answered and discussed among the large group. 

 

1. Just like the Pharisee in Luke 18, if we aren’t careful, we too can be easily 

caught up in “performing for God”, believing the lie that the “works” we do 

earn us a top spot on God’s “prayer answer list”.  The Pharisee listed several 

“tasks” that he placed his hope in regarding God hearing his prayer: tithing, 
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fasting, not sinning, etc.  While these are good works, the Pharisee allowed his 

heart to go from a place of humility to a heart full of pride.  

 

Take a moment to reflect and then answer these questions:  

a. What may be some religious things in a Christian’s life today that may 

result in a religiously prideful heart? 

b. What may be some ways that we as Christians can better humble 

ourselves? 

2. In Matthew 5, Jesus teaches us that strained relationships can hinder our 

prayers.  Things like unforgiveness, bitterness, resentment, and contentions can 

really hinder our prayers as well as our quality of life and even health.  We 

know that Jesus tells us to forgive and reconcile with one another.  Although it 

may be difficult, what are some practical steps or tips YOU may have to help 

lead to forgiveness and reconciliation with others? 

3. The Bible says in Romans that “all have sinned and fall short of God’s standard” 

and that if we say we are without sin we are deceived (1 John 1:8).  We also 

know that unconfessed sin can hinder our prayers. 

a. If we know we fall short, are aware of our sins, and have an open 

invitation to repent… why do YOU think some of us are reluctant to 

confess to God and repent? 

4. One of the most effective prayers we can pray is a prayer with pure motives . 

a. What may be some “wrong or impure motives”, regarding prayer,  which 

we should rid our hearts of? 

b. What are some healthy motives we may want to reconcile our heart with 

regarding prayer? 

5. Lastly, we know that God is looking for a heartfelt relationship with us, not 

robotic religion.  If we aren’t careful, our prayer life can become a ritual rather 

than a heartfelt dialog.  What are some things that get you excited or 

passionate to talk with God about? 

Prayer time 

(At this point, encourage your group to engage in a time of prayer.) 


